This paper presents the diffraction of acoustic plane wave through a semi-infinite soft duct. The soft plates are enclosed symmetrically inside an infinite duct with hard boundary conditions. We fully emphasize the analysis of the behavior of the reflected field amplitude for the pentafurcated duct by applying the straightforward mode-matching technique. We also depict some graphical representations by determining the reflected field amplitude for various dimensions of the pentafurcated duct. We also present comparisons of results with the existing results of a hard pentafurcated duct problem. This research work will assist the future researchers in reducing noise effects in complicated devices and exhaust systems.
Introduction
In the th century, excessive amount of noise and unpleasant sounds became a part of the urban culture that caused temporary disturbance in the natural balance. In urban areas, many industries use big machines and devices which produce excessive sounds and contribute to noise pollution. In addition to this, different equipments and vehicles, like compressors, generators, exhaust fans, grinding mills etc., contribute to the production of unwanted noises. In the past thirty years, unwanted noises have become a major threat to physical and mental health of people, especially for those residing in urban areas. In many technical and industrial fields, a variety of mechanisms have become the source of harmful and undesired noise. Structural acoustics have provided a large number of challenging and interesting problems for applied mathematicians, physicists and engineers. That is the reason why it has become a topic of great interest to study the diffraction of sound wave in various structures with different combinations of the boundary conditions (soft, hard, impedance etc.).
Over the years, many researchers have analyzed different types of structures involving different boundary conditions by integral transform and Jones method based on the Wiener-Hopf technique.
Buyukaksoy et al.
[] studied a bifurcated cylindrical waveguide with wall impedance discontinuity. Rawlins [] also analyzed the solution of a bifurcated circular waveguide problem. Mahmood-ul-Hassan and Rawlins [] analyzed two problems of waveguides carrying mean flow. They also defined a planar trifurcated lined duct having sound radiations [] . They solved all these problems by applying the Wiener-Hopf technique. Ayub et al. [-] presented acoustic diffraction in a trifurcated waveguide with different boundary conditions (hard, soft, impedance etc.). Demir and Cinar [] considered the propagation of sound in a two-part circular cylindrical duct carrying a mean gas flow, inserted in a larger infinite outer duct with wall impedance discontinuity. All researchers mentioned above solved these problems by applying the Wiener-Hopf technique. The solution obtained by the Wiener-Hopf technique consists of complicated factors or split functions. Sometimes, it is very complicated to handle the matrix Wiener-Hopf problem.
Keeping in mind past research work, we emphasize the mode-matching technique which is powerful, straightforward and simple compared to Wiener-Hopf and other techniques. In this technique, potential solutions which satisfy the appropriate boundary conditions are matched across the boundary of the structure. Many researchers have used the mode-matching technique to solve various structures with different boundary conditions. Andronor and Belinskii [] proposed the diffraction field of acoustic waves in a vertically stratified medium covered from above by an elastic plate by using the integral transformation technique. Lawrie et al. [-] analyzed different types of geometries by applying the mode-matching technique to get solutions by developing new orthogonality relations. Lawrie [] solved geometry involving scattering in three-dimensional waveguide with flexible wall by using the mode-matching technique. Mahmood-ul-Hassan et al.
[] analyzed water wave scattering in a submerged elastic plate by applying the modematching technique. Nawaz and Lawrie [] investigated the scattering of a wave at a flanged junction between two flexible waveguides by using the mode-matching technique. The flanged junction has one side soft and another rigid. Decrossas et al. [] analyzed the modeling of coaxial circular waveguide discontinuities for material characterization purposes by applying the mode-matching technique. Ranajit et al. [] presented the design and analysis of cubic spline interpolated profiled smooth-wall multi-mode horn using the mode-matching technique along with evolutionary algorithm. Meylan et al. [] developed an eigenfunction expansion method for the problem of linear water-wave scattering by a circular floating porous elastic plate and also developed a coupled boundary-element and finite element plate shape. Sanchis et al.
[] reported a mode-matching technique for highly efficient coupling between dielectric silica waveguides and planar photonic crystal waveguides based on setting localized defects in a PPC tapered waveguide. Hassan [] analyzed the propagation of the lowest mode from semi-infinite soft-hard three spaced duct by applying the straightforward mode-matching technique. Hassan et al.
[] solved a complicated hard pentafurcated duct problem by applying the powerful mode-matching technique. The related work on a soft-hard pentafurcated waveguide problem has been tackled by Hassan et al.
[] using the straightforward mode-matching technique.
We consider here a pentafurcated problem with outer hard and inner soft boundary conditions. The soft linings (the pressure release conditions) are introduced to see the effect on the reflected field with a hard pentafurcated problem [] . The given problem provides a good first hand approximation in the actual system. This prototype model will be helpful for researchers to deal with more general conditions. We split our pentafurcated structure into six regions. The potential solution is obtained in an individual region by applying the separation of variables method. The orthogonality relations permit the given problem to be reduced in the form of infinite systems of linear algebraic equations. These infinite systems of equations are solved by applying MATLAB programming. The Richardson extrapolation formula is used to estimate the errors in the solution. The linear systems of equations converge, so we can truncate the system of equations in our calculation. We depict the reflected field amplitude graphically for various dimensions of the given waveguide. We also present the comparison of the acoustic energy which is proportional to ( -|R|  ) for the current problem with an existing hard pentafurcated duct which was studied by Hassan et al. [] . This article will be helpful for engineers in the future to construct exhaust systems to attenuate noise pollution. We arrange this article in the following manner. In Section , the model problem is formulated, while in Section  mode-matching solutions are presented. The convergence of the given problem is synchronized in Section . In Section , some numerical results are explained and represented graphically. The comparison between the current problem and the hard pentafurcated problem [] is shown in Section . In Section , the energy conservation is also determined to derive power balance relationship between different coefficients of reflection and transmission. The final remarks are given in Section .
Formulation of the boundary value problem
We consider the diffraction of an incident plane mode from a semi-infinite soft surface duct (|y| < a, x < ) which has geometrical representation in Figure  . We form a twodimensional pentafurcated structure such that four semi-infinite soft plates are located inside two infinite hard plates. Infinite hard plates are located at y = ±d.
We introduce the scalar potential function ϕ(x, y, t) and define acoustic pressure by p = -ρ o ∂ϕ ∂t and velocity vector by u = grad(ϕ), respectively (where ρ o indicates the density in equilibrium state). The potential ϕ satisfies the following wave equation:
We assume
where c is the speed of the sound, w is angular frequency, and the wave number is defined
. Equation (.) identically satisfies equation (.) which eventually results into a well-known Helmholtz equation in D that is within the duct We will solve the problem subject to the following boundary conditions:
The wave field satisfies the radiation conditions: 
Region I: {-d ≤ y ≤ -b, x < 0}
In the given problem, the potential solution is 
which satisfies equations (.), (.) and radiation conditions (.), where A n represents transmitted field amplitudes in region I. The orthonormal relation is defined as
where δ mn is the Kronecker delta defined by
The associated eigenvalues arê
are the solution of the following relation:
The potential solution of equation (.) in this region is given by
which satisfies equations (.), (.) and radiation conditions (.), where B n is the amplitudes of transmitted field in region II. The eigenfunctions satisfy the orthonormal relation
The associated eigenvalues arê 
Region III: {-a ≤ y ≤ a, x < 0}
The potential solution of equation (.) in region III is defined as
which also satisfies equation (.) and radiation conditions (.), where the incident wave
is excited in the lowest mode propagating from x = -∞. The eigenfunctions in this region define the orthonormal relation
The general potential solution of equation (.) in this region is defined as
which satisfies equations (.), (.) and radiation conditions (.), where E n is the amplitudes of transmitted field in region V.
The eigenfunctions satisfy the orthonormal relation We define the vertical orthonormal eigenfunctions in region VI as
Solution of the pentafurcated waveguide problem
Here, we formulate an infinite system of equations by using potential solutions in all regions which are matched at x =  to exploit the continuity of potentials and the continuity of derivative of potentials (see Figure ) . Then we solve these system of equations by numerically truncating them.
Continuity of pressure
The continuity of pressure in region I and region VI at x =  gives
On taking the inner product with ( where
The continuity of pressure in region II and region VI across x =  gives
Again by taking the inner product with ( where
The continuity of pressure in region III and region VI at x =  gives
The continuity of pressure in region IV and region VI across x =  gives
While taking the inner product with (
sin β m (y -a)), integrating over [a, b] and using (.), we obtain
where
The continuity of pressure in region V and region VI across x =  gives
Taking the inner product with ( where
Continuity of velocity
Whilst following the working procedure of subsection (.), the continuity of the derivatives of the potential solutions in different regions across x =  give the following systems of equations.
Coupling
Although we can solve equations (.) to (.) for unknown coefficients, we prefer to couple these systems of equations for the sake of convenience. From (.) and (.), we have 
Convergence
Now we simplify an infinite system of equations to obtain unknown coefficients from region I to region VI. We plot the reflected field amplitude |R| and the absolute error of reflection coefficient by exploiting the Richardson extrapolation formula as a function of truncation number M for different dimensions of the duct having frequency π as shown in Figure  . We can observe clearly that the reflection becomes insensitive when M ≥  for both dimensions of the duct as presented in Figure  of sub-graphs f  and f  . In order to estimate the exact solution, the Richardson extrapolation is used for large values of M (M =  and N = M) as represented in the sub-graphs f  and f  of Figure  . The infinite system of equations converges so that we can truncate at M ≈ , which indicates the errors within the line width.
Numerical results
Now, we truncate the infinite system of equations (.)-(.) by taking n = , , , . . . , M and m = , , , . . . , M to solve F n . To check out the intensity of transmitted wave for the current problem, we consider the reflection coefficient since the transmitted acoustic energy is proportional to ( -|R|  ). In Figures - , we present the graphical representation of the reflected field |R| = |C  | versus the wave number k for different dimensions of the duct. We assume only one propagating wave in each region I-V, then we observe the propagating modes in region VI.
In Figure  , we consider that the dimensions of coaxial regions (b < |y| < d, a < |y| < b, x < ) are such that b = , d = , while the width of the middle region (|y| < a, x < ) has values a =  and a = . The frequency range is  < k < π . Three possible modes can propagate in the forward direction in region VI (|y| < d, x > ) from (π/ < k < π/, π/ < k < π/, π/ < k < π ) for a = . There are two modes in the forward direction for a =  in this condition. We can see from the graphical representation clearly that the cut-off(on) frequency is changed from π/ to π/ as the width of the middle region is decreased. We also observe that the absolute value of reflection coefficient increases as the dimension of the inner most duct decreases, while the width of the other coaxial regions is fixed. In Figure  , we assume small values a = . and a =  for the width of the middle region (x < , |y| < a). The frequency range is  < k < π . The values of coaxial regions are kept fixed b =  and d = . The cut-on frequency is changed from π/ to π as the width of the inner duct (|y| < a, x < ) is decreased. We can see similar behavior in Figure  . and they are represented by dashed line and solid line, respectively. The frequency range is  < k < π . We observe similar behavior of the reflection coefficient. We observe two modes propagate in the forward direction.
Comparison
Here, we present the comparison of the reflection coefficient results for the current problem and the previous related work on a hard pentafurcated duct [] . We consider different dimensions for duct spacing for both problems and explain these results in two situations as mentioned below.
Situation 1
We consider the duct dimensions for both ducts as a = , b =  and d =  over the frequency range  < k < π . Figure  is the graphical view of this situation. We observe clearly that the reflection coefficient decreases monotonically from the cut-off(on) frequency π/ to π/.
The behaviors of the reflected field in outer hard inner soft penta and the hard penta are similar for these dimensions. The reflection coefficient for the hard penta duct is smaller than outer hard inner soft penta for  < k < π/. We also observe that the reflection coefficient for both problems decreases to small values eventually.
Situation 2
Figure  depicts the comparison of reflection coefficient results for a = , b =  and d = . The frequency range is  < k < π . The reflection coefficient decreases monotonically rapidly for the given problem from cut-off(on) frequency π/ to onwards π . In this case, the reflection behavior for hard penta duct [] is quite different for π/ < k < π/. The upper bound of the reflection coefficient for hard penta is ., while the upper bound is  for the given problem.
Energy conservation
Now we use the Green's identity []
to represent the reflected and transmitted waves energy conservation relationship with incident wave. In the given problem, v(x, y) is the solution of equation (.) which satisfies boundary conditions (.)-(.), where * indicates the conjugate and D is the region of the duct (-d < y < d, -∞ < x < ∞) having cuts for the semi-infinite ducts. We consider one wave that propagates in each of five regions I-V (-d < y < d, x < ). Then, after the use of a little algebra, it is easy to show energy conservation relationship (.) from equation (.).
whereγ  ( -|C  |  ) represents acoustic energy which is proportional to ( -|R|  ) that belongs to the middle region (-a < y < a, x < ). This radiated energy is distributed over different regions.
Final remarks
We have investigated an outer hard inner soft pentafurcated exhaust problem by applying the straightforward mode-matching technique. This article will be helpful for engineers to design various exhaust systems for reduction of noise problems. The dominant mode is assumed to propagate in the inner region (|y| < a, x < ) of the duct. We have solved an infinite system of equations and observed that the solution becomes insensitive for M ≥  for given dimensions of the duct spacing (see Figure ) . So we can truncate at M ≈ , which shows errors within line width of error plots. We have plotted the reflected field |R| against the wave number k for the given problem for different physical situations in Figures -. We have considered different dimensions of the duct while the frequency range is  < k < π . We have observed that the reflection coefficient decreases from cut-off frequency of the backward directed propagating modes (see Figures  and ) . The value of |R| decreases when we increase the width of the inner region (|y| < a, x < ). In both Figures  and , the width of the middle region (|y| < a, x < ) is kept fixed. In Figure  , we have observed that the cut-off (on) frequency remains the same when we change the width of the coaxial region (|y| < b, x < ). We have observed that the reflection increases as we decrease the duct spacing. When we change the width of the outer region (|y| < d) (see Figure ) , the cut-off (on) frequency k = π/ does not change, but the other cut-off (on) frequencies do change. In Figures -, we have observed that the value of reflected field coefficient is one at certain values of wave number (k = π/, π/, π), which corresponds to cut-on frequencies in region III. This corresponds to maximum attenuation downstream.
In Section , we have compared the reflected field results against the wave number for two pentafurcated ducts with different boundary conditions (see Figures  and ) . We have assumed that only one wave propagates in each of the coaxial regions (|y| < d, x < ). We have noticed that the value of the reflected coefficient is greater for the given problem than the hard pentafurcated duct problem [] for the given frequency range (see Figures   and ) . Thus the radiated acoustic energy which is proportional to ( -|R|  ) for the given problem is smaller than the transmitted energy for hard pentafurcated duct. We have concluded that the inner soft surfaces provide an upper bound (|R| = ) to reduce noise effects. This geometry can be solved by using the Wiener-Hopf technique, but it would require tedious, complicated calculations and computational work if compared to this technique. Future work will be extended to solving the given model in the case of fluid flow. This research work will be helpful for engineers and physicists to form the type of compressors, generators, exhaust fans and grinding mills which reduce unwanted noise in urban areas.
